The breast: comprehensive management of benign and malignant diseases
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The Breast (1993) 2, 122-123 I Book reviews The Breast; Comprehensive Management of Benign and Malignant Diseases Eds K. I. Bland and E. M. Copeland III. 1991 Saunders lst Ed. $150.00, pp 1092. There is considerable devotion to surgical techniques and management of advanced disease which are dealt with in considerable detail including comprehensive presentation of the world literature, some of which could have been condensed. The sections on breast screening, detection, diagnosis and radiology are disappointing. Reviews of the The Breast: Comprehensive Management of Benign and Malignant Disorders, 2-Volume Set (Breast (2 Vol. Set) (Bland)) by Kirby I. Bland MD. Nahn I have both Vol I and Vol II of the breast. Information is abundant and I think is a great basic source to have in the office. I have referenced this text many times. Irriar A excellent theorical content but weak schematics and graphical part! A fantastic review of all breast subjects with a very comprehensive text, a good focus on the oncology area. Pictures and tables in black / white, missed good didactical visual apresentation.